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HARVESTING AND PROCESSING OF

AN AQUATIC WEED

INTRODUCTION

Excessive powth of waterweeds in coastal lakes
of Oregon. The State of Oregon has a number of large

fresh water lakes west of the coastal mountain range
which effectively contribute to the industrial and
recreational economy of thetate. During the past
several years increasingly heavy growths of aquatic
weeds in certain of these lakes have f5eriously chal.
longed continued usefulness.

Virtually all of the troublesome ,rowth
Brazilian Waterweed, Anachar 3 dense. The weed*

Brazilian in origin* flourishes in the warm, shallow
lakes along Oregon's coast.

Although Anacharis dense was noticed in the lakes
a score or more years ago, it has spread within the
past three or four years to such an extent that the
most severely infested lakes* Siltcoos and Tahkenitch*
have the weeds growing in every suitable area. In

Siltcoos approximately 90 per cent of the lake's
3,000 acres are infested with the weed. Other lakes*

notably deeper than cUltcoos and Tahkenitch, have weed

growth only aroudd their shallow shorelines.
This excessive growth is adversely affecting all

activities on the lakes and the situation is increasing



iousnes each year.

e logging industry around the lake regions

encountexdif±ioulty in towing log rafts due to the
dense weed beds; similarly affected are home owners,

scattered around the shore who generally can reach
their homes only by boat.

Recreation facilities, forming the bulk of the
lake economy, are interfered with most seriously,
During summer the water weed reached its most occluding
stage. Angling and pleasure boating are restricted.
Only boats with special "weedless" outboard motors

can be navigated through surfaced weed masses.
Such weed masses, although providing shelter for the
fish and contributing to their food cycle, are too
dense to permit successful fishing. Channels and

open water areas in shallow lakes are clogged. Swimming

is virtually impossible.

Thus, growing concern over the future industrial
and recreational use of these lakes led the Oregon
State Legislature to provide funds for he study and

leviation of the problem.
An initial investigation of the weed problem

s conducted by the Oregon state Game Comniisijon.

Although pertinent knowledge was gained by the agency,
no satisfactory solution was reached for the eradication
of Anacharis dense. In 1949, the project was transferred.



the Agricultural Expetiment Station of Oregon
te College.

The extreme vigor and hardness of Anacharis

deAsa made it necessary to investigate various means

for control such as chemicals biological and mechanical.-
Joirit Prolact. in Septembers 1949 an aquatic

weed control com:aittee was organized within the

Agricultural Experiment Stations Oregon State College

o initiate .attkkies leading toward control and possible
utilization of the water weed.

To carry out field studies and operations, t'
committee found it advisable to appoint four gradua
research assistants, the next year., under the depart-
ments of Fish and Game Management, Botany, 11171m Crops

and Agricultural Engineering.
This thesis, by the graduate research

in Agricultural Engineering, represents, primarily,
survey and progress report for mechanical control

by cutting and removing the waterweed by means of an
aquatic weed havvester. Equipment for processing the
weed for its future possible utilization was also
investigated:.

brief analysis of background information.

dealing with Characteristics of Anacharis dnea and
control measures will follow.

ssistant



AUAC1ARIS .TLENSA,

Anacharis

Brazilian 4aterweea Anaphepip (14oda) dense,

a a bottom-rooted aquatic plant that grows only in
fresh water. A typical infested lake area has great
Masses of weed buoyed to the surface of the water where

t lies in a tangled
g.reetre. The green, lush plant has a very

thin and delicate structure which may be easily rup-
d or cut* A cross section of the leaves and hollow

stem showsthey are composed primarily of air and
water spaces interlaced by a thin tissue structure.

1Atayea.nontent. The moisture content of fre
drained ATointlfi 154 eigonsa is about 95 per cent on a wet
begat towel dry Is 93 per cent. The weight of drained
weed Is approximately 8 pounds per cubic foot.

Yip1ñ The weight yield of drained weed is from
28 to 48 tons to the acre When cut at a depth of four
feet1 This it fairly high when related to yields of
other crops, for even on a bone dry basis the yield

Characterist es of

The variation of tonnage
depends on the density of the weed beds:

rowth. Observations show a growth of from

is 1.12 to 1.88 tons per acre4
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Brazilian Water Weed
Anaoharis (Elodea) densa
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44easures

When control measures are considered for a

pecies in its environment without adversely
affect ng other aquatic Iife a difficult problem is
posed* Men the contra is to be applied to tremendous

areas, as is true with eotr of the immediate cases
then the imposing conditions of application and cost
multiply the problem*

Under these conditions kneeler.je na

treme vigor and -hardiness up to the present
defied any successful large.scule control

asure*

The problem of control may be considered either
as the complete eradication of the plant or the ihh
biting of its growth, so the lakes may again become

usable

Va,

briefly.
Chemical control* Control by chemicals involves

he application into lake waters of a chemical toxic to
Anachar s dense* A suitable chemical for this purpose
must

will be cons/ e4

toxic dense at low eoncentra-
tion*



Below priced.

Be preferably not harmful to fish and
other aquatic life.

Thus the difficulty of finding a suitable
chemical may begin to be realized. A phase of the
aquatic weed control program at Oregon State College

was devoted to a laboratory and field analysis of
possible chemicals.

The great bulk of chemicals investigated exerted
their efforts in coacentratIons oo high for practical
field work. Most were toxic to aquatic life other
than the weeds; this is true even of the more promising

chemicala, far the concentrations at which they are
used.

imiting aspect of employing chemical control
for vast water areas heavily infested with weed is cost,
which at present would involve prohibitive sums.

An outlook for chemical control would e a
program of delaying spread of the waterweed by

repeated treatments of local nuisance eonditions
At present, chemicals offer palliative rather

than permanent preventive treatment; however, there is
the pos ibility that some untried coamicals may bring
about a ,reater affe u than anything yet tried.



=,43chanica1 control. The nature of the problem
is such that the cutting or pruning of the weed at a
depth of several feet below the lake surface is the
only mechanical approach to control the weed* Once

the weed has been cut it rises to the surface, thus

widespread cutting would result in a maze of loose,
floating weeds which would continue to curtail activities
on the lake, They would not rapidly decay unless

washed high on the shore, which is improbable for most
lakes, and even then objectionable odors would arise.
Passing the cut weeds through outlets would also b
impractical as most outlets are too small, The remain-
ing approach is to construct equipment to remove the

weed as it is cut. Thus the characteristics of the
weed and lake conditions require mechanical control

-measures that would cut and remove the weed from the
lake, A harvester to accomplish large scale removal
of the weed is necessary. This removal of the weed

frees an upper s rattomof water and thus allows lake
activities to continue.

Advantages.

T!echanlcal control present the only
o clear dock areas and boat channels to deeper
It can also be used to clear large acreages.

It does not affect other aquat



principal asset of mechanical control is
the opportunity to utilize hundreds of acres
of a crop and thus possibly realize
economic return.

Lisadvantages,
echanical control can only be expected to

give periodic or temporary relief. 3nce

the weed has been cut, even to its root,
will 'u ep'in to grow tmi:ediaty and will

again assume its previoue proportions*

One cutting per season is adeqUate, however.

Due to the inaccessability of some areas as
-around piers and very shallow regions*

a complete cutting of all the lake area would
be dift.Lcult by a large harvester. A small

power scythe could be used to cut ditfict!
regions, if warranted.
It is impractical to clear eriall Isolated
bodies of water of weed. The transportation

of a large harvesting unit would be difficult;
however, a small power scythe could be

loyed.

Cost, An estimate for the cost of harvestIng will
be presented later, Also, the economic expediency o

the lakes

an

10
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harvesting and processing the plant for future
eation will be considered.

Other Control ideasures

Other controls would possibly ,e associated
with an unterstand of environmental factors and
their influence on the life history of Anacharis denea.

icac ors such as high nutrient influx into certain
lakes have caueed investigators in one of high pop«.

ulntions to believe that man antarlina 111J influence

by way of industrial and other wastes, is upsetting
normal nutrient balance and causing excessive aquatic
-rowth. This could hardly be thought to apply to out
Immediate region iowever, the fertility of the lake
bottom is hardly expected to be depleted for the fresh
nutrient supply washed into the lakes from their
tributaries might be ,assumed to balance annual aquatic
growth.

Utilizationis closely tied with a succes:Iful
harvesting program.

the product the more justified is adequate equipment
and operations,

The higher the rate of return on
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ulch, ionomic uses have been investigated
by Gilbert Jordan, graduate research assistant in Fe.
Crops. His studies to be incorporated in his thesis
entitled "The Chemica/ Control and the Utilization. of

Anacharis Densa" show the weed compares favorably, as
mulch, with peat moss. The water...holding capacit

each is approximately the same, with indications tha
Anacharis derma may be slightly superior.

An advantage Anacharis densa possesses over pea
mossis its small but significant content of nitrogen.

Taking the nitrogen content as three percent,
then one and one-half tone of weed applied per acre at
eighteen percent moisture content would yield 20 pound*
of nitrogen per acre.,

o toxicity was evidenced when Anacharis den
8. Used as a coarsely chopped mulch. Thus agrono-

mically, Anacharis dens* could be used as a mulch with
an Ancillary advantage.as a mild nitrogen fertilizer.

A product at le percent moisture content,
chopped into lengths of approximately two inches
desired for application as a mulch.,

Feed. Feedint7 tests have not been very encour-.

alatability is seemingly poor* Dr. Eaag!,

experimentally fed A silage preparation of Ana charts
na to rate. No toxic effects were noted) however,

of



the rats refused to eat sufficient quantities to exist,
Other feeding trials, all on rodents, have been con-
ducted; each failing due to lack of palatability even
though he feed was prepared differently.

r, J. W. Shaw of the Department of Veterinary

Medicine, reported that while rabbits found the weed
distasteful, guinea pigs would eat it fairly readily.

tried Anacharis (Ansa showed promise when fed

to a number of seven-months old calves. Limited feed-
in trials conducted at Mr. J. Shake's farm in
Philomath by the

were favorable,

Approximately 600 pounds of the dried weed were

Led to a calf over a period of two weeks. The calf
showed a fondness for the weed over this period and ate
appreciable amounts when even dried alfalfa was avail-
able, harmful effects were noted, even after a
period 01 seven months.

Lore extensive trials need to be conducted with
increased attention given to the preparation of the
plant. A continually shortened drying time produces

superior product. A shorter irying time results in
product with a higher carotene content; the green color

is deepened; the tissue breakdown is inhibited signi-
tly so more of a sweet fragrance is present instead

author with cooperation of Mr, Shake
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of a musty and rather fishy odor which Is present with
a very slowly dried or ensiled product. A drying time
of seconds instead of minutes appears desirable.

Utilization stutAes of Anacharis dense at other
than Oregon State College are not known.



The immediate problem was to develop low cost

mechanical equipment for controlling excessive. A
dense growth in the coastal lakes

This entailed first, the modification of a

cutter used in 1950 summer operations and the design
and construction of an experimental harvester for
removal of the waterweed.

Secondly, the design and construction of equip-
ment to make possible the investigation of processing
Anacharis dense for its future probable utilization.

Thirdly, to cooperate with the other depart-,
ments on the aquatic weed control project to complete
a field laboratory; and supply certain quantities of
his weed in desired processed form for their research

work

A cost analysis for harvesting and processing
the weed is important to determine what means of
mechanical control is most expedient economically.



PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

Initial work commenced during the fall of 1950
with the preparation of equipment for summer operations
in 1951. By fall the water level of the lakes had
risen sufficiently to cover all weed growth so actual
field conditions were not known until summer time,

The problem involved first the preparation of
equipment in the fall, winter and spring of 1950# shop

ork was done primarily in the agricultural engineeri
shop at Oregon State College; however, considerable
-shop work was necessary at the field camp site at
Westlake, Siltcoos Lake.

The design, buying of materials, construction and
testing of the equipment for harvesting and processing
composed the bulk of work the author.

Initial work began with the modification of a
cutter* DesiGn and construction of other experimen-
tal equipment followed* Field testing of the equipment
was conducted in the summer and fall of 1951.

Moditicatlon otHockney Cutt

Description of cutter before modification
An aquatic weed cutter manufactured by



George Hackney and Company, silver Lake, Vieconain,

was purchased for preliminary studies In 1949.
This portable cutter proved capable of easily cutting
Anacharis dense, but the cutter positioning mechanism
was very inadequate*

The cutter congiets of a sickle cutter unit with
accompanyin gasoline meter and crankdrives. The

cutter is constructed on a steel frame so it can be
mounted on an ordinary rowboat or barge, In operation,
the sickle cutters are lowered beneath the water and a

seven foot swath is cutas the barge or rowboat propels
the cutters forward. The cutter was mounted on an
18 toot wooden barge

SiFklelcutters and drive mechanism* Three

oscillating sickle bar cutters similar in principle to
alfalfa sickle cutters were employed. The arrangement.

of these cutters IS shown in the photograph* One

cutter is mounted horizontally between the two si
cutters which lie in vertical planes.

The side knives are driven by bell cranks at their
head, A common crossbar between the belldranks is driven
by ,a pitman arm mounted to an offset crank. The engine

is connected to the offset crank through reduction gears*
Another pitman powered by the offset crank drives the
lower sickle by transmitting its force through a shaft

17



Modification of cutter,

8

extending, the length of one of the de cutters.
Cranks at either end of the shaft relay the motion.
lexiAe couplings at either end of the pitmans allow
or angle variations.

or. A 11 horsepower air cooled gasoline engine

ives tle cutters* The engine speed is reduced throu
A set of reduction gears by ti--_ratio 5.8$ to 1
This gives about 340 complete cutter eyeless per minute*

Lever positioning device, 4k leverage and linke

age system was used with the original Hockney cutter

to position the sickle to cutting depth* This system

was very inadequate as the full throw of the lever
would only lower the cutters a fraction of the total
distance to be in a position for cutting* To lower the

cutters further the weight of the cutters woad need
to be supported by some oatside means and then the

linkage changed. Thus, to lower the cutters from a
position above the water to a cutting position four
feet beneath the water required about 15 minutes and
vice versa for rditina.

.ng the winter of 1950 the lever and linkage
yatem was completely removed snd p power winch

constructed integral with the cutter frame for posie,
t on ng the cutter bars. Drawings of the revised cutter
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are shown under .scommendations.

Two winches mounted on a 003MOU shaft each con*,

trol a cable fastened part way down on the side cutters.
Power is supplied to the winch shaft through a Vbelt

eoff from the reduction shaft driving the pitmans.
Eormally a brake drum band controlled by

eccentric arm p events.the winches from turning when

the Ih.belt is Big:eke The slack V..belt may be

ened by an idler and torque delivered to the
tranemlasion through a set of reduction pulleys and
bevel gears. The brake eccentric and the idlor are
integrated and are simultaneously operated by one

trol lever
The sickle cutters may be positioned to any

depth to four feet below the water within a tinie period
of 15 seconds by use ét the power winch.

The time element, especially for raising the
cutters is critical. Underwater obstacles are quite
numerous in the lakes and there Is little time to
raise the cutters ones the Obstacles are spotted.

Craft. The cutter was mounted midships on a 14
boat The beam of the boat was slightly less than

four feet thus the aide cutters could pass the bow and
be raided to a position slightly above the deck for

tal to portal travel.
A 3.3 horsepower weedlese Evinrude outboard



motor adequately propelled the cutter hrough even
the dense weed growths. An operation speed o
miles per hour could be maintained.

Operation data The modified cutter was used
cent inoumly throughout the summer and ve good sir

vice.
opra tCd b on

cult area
trouble

water obs

the out

such as piers and shallow water with little
power winch was a simple and *clique

to damage equipment Summer operation verified this
With the slight "give in cutter and boat framework, the
energy of momentum of the 1 ht boat and equipment was
easily dissipated, The cutter motor merely stopped when

into a olid object.
of weed growths were easily oat with

cutter and no diffloulty with weed fouling was
experienced. The side cutters aUowed a clean block or
weed to be cut from the ling ed weed bed, and also pre.,
vented weed fouling ttr sickle supports,

was very maneuverable and was easily

It oould be guided through dila

rig the sickle cutters, Calculations
loading, Whio would occur when under*.

struck would not be seriousenough



-
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--.
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r

Cutter advancing into a typical weed mass. This
small, compact unit gives an efficient cutter which
Is very maneuverable.

21



The modified Hockney Cutter revised with a power
winch for controlling cutting depth.

22

Rear view of the V-belt and brake mechanism used
to control the cutter bar position. The bar slanting
toward the left side of the picture controls the brake
lever and the idler for tightening the V-belt.



I xperimental Chain Conveyor

-from the platform. The ropes were held

3

An experimental conveyor was made during the

winter and spring quarters of 194P and tested under
field conditions during the summer. The conveyor was

based on the principle that it could follow the cutter
nd skim the pre-cut and floating weeds off the water

elevate them into a barge on which the conveyor
mounted..

Description. The conveyor was built of two sheet
tal platform eectioni reinforced.beneath by angle iron

framework. One platform, six feet wide, was perforated
th one-half inch holes. The other platform was not

perforated but diverged from a six foot width to three
feet. This latter platform was fastened to the fore-
deck of an 18 foot wooden barge. The other was pivoted'

to this platform and was free to move about a horizontal
axis and so could be dipped in front of the barge and
into the water* This movable platform was positioned

by restraining ropes attached to lever arms extending

Six inch diameter cast iron spockets were mounted
on shafts at either end of the conveyor and a third set
at the pivotal axis. Six endless link-chains were
stretched between the spockets. In operation the chains
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rode upward:, on the sheet metal platforms and returned
beneath the platform sections as shown in the picture.
Steel fingers were attached at intervals of 18 inches
along each of the chain* to aid in picking up the plant*

A nine horsepower Wisconsin gasoline engine with
enclosed reduction gears and clutch powered the upper
'pocket shaft. A roller chain was used to drive the
conveyor shaft.

In operation, the movable section dipped into the
water to a depth of 18 inches at an angle of 30 degrees
(to the horizontal). The wooden barge, propelled by
a 10 horsepower outboard motor, was used to push the
lowered platform into the floating weeds and skim thew

o the platform where

th, chains.
0peratiop date

they woad be'caught.and elevated

Under field conditions the con..
veyor principle was not a success; The conveyor could
not 'collect and elevate the floating weeds without a
man climbing out on the bow and forcing the weed out
the pickup chains; This operation was too laborious and
the actual percentage of available weed collected was
too small to encourage further operations* The ower

spockets quickly o1or.ed with weeds.
The reasons for the negative results are:
I. Whenever sizeable quantities of weed were
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picked up by the chains, the weed* would tend to fore
into a roll and fall back into the water.

24 Although the pickup fingers were leng-
thened and the speed of the chains varied, the fingers
would cut through the delicate structure of the weeds
instead of nicking them up.

5. The sheet metal platform although perforated,
presented too great a resistance to water flow, thus
quantities of water flowed around the conveyor carrying
wedds with it. A buffer zone of water tended to keep
the weeds away from the chains.

41. The floating weed was actually not in
position to be skimmed from the water* t was thou7ht
that the cut weed would bunch to within six inches of
the water's surface and be in a position for easy re-.
moval, and also that the spockets would ride in clear
water. Investigations in the summer, with the use of
an underwater viewer, showed significant quantities
the weed to extend to two and three feet below the
water*

Current information on aquatic weed harvesting
indicates that cut and floating weeds are extremely
difficult to harvest, The weeds need to be caught
a conveyor and elevated as they are cut; and not
permitted to bunch. This means the cutting and con-
veyor unit should be integral.



Chain conveyor and rolls

26

Closeup of the chain conveyor before the sheet-
metal was perforated and longer pickup fingers
attached,



Closeup of the oonvegor, rolls, and motot.

27
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Summer test trials at Silt000s Lake. The ()utter
boat is immediately followed by the harvester barge.
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Mechanical e Reduction

high moisture content of Aoschari* densa
poses a problem of costly handlinç and processing,

Direct handling of the weed with its high air void
and moisture content means handling of a heavy bulk,.

which actually consists of only 5,68 percent solids,
Unnecessary bulk co id be considerably reduced by
opmpressing the weed.

Information on equipment for techantcal reduction
of the moisture content in plants and the posetble
range of moisture reduction is extreme' imiteda
Thus a numbcr of squeezing devices were collected or
constructed and tests were then conducted to

determinethe best equipment for moisture reduction and the
feasible range of reduction,
Steel Rolls

Steel rolls proved to be the most satisfactory
of all equipment investigated The rolls gave maximum

moisture reduction, and have the advantage of permitt$5
continuous flow operation, thus giving highest.pro-i,
sing capacities,

The steel rolls designed and constructed for the
trials are shown oft ,age 304 Briefly, they consist

wo smooth-surfaced, four inch diameter steel rolls;
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each having a positive drive. Adjuetable spring tene

sion supplies the force for the squeezing action,
Purther description is presented under Recommendation**

Results, The to ttriala with the steel rolls
showed a maximum moisture reduction from an initial

moisture content of 95 percent to 73 percent WAD

possible. This reduction was accomplished by using'

small quantities of weed and rerolling it three times.
Such a high reduction is not expected to be gained
with mass quantities of the weed due mainly to diff
culties of feeding, fiber breakdown and limitations on
moisture runoff from large weed mats.

Feasible moisture reduction in ommercial prae

could be expected to run about 33 percent This

may be accomplished b7 a single pass through a pair of

'rolls with a well co1 ned feed. The significance of
such a pass may ue appreciated from the feet that 71
pounds of water would be removed from 100 pounds o

fresh weed.

,e present rollers need to be revised to
facilitate bulk feeding of the plant into the roll
(See RecomendatiOns)

0.trogen loss. A feature which limits the seise
ion of high squeezing pressures is the nitrogen loss

concomitant with increased severity of squeezing.



The plant cell structure broken down by

squeezing loads. Apparently a great percentage of
trogen is contained within the cello so, upon

rupture of the cell walls, nitrogen and other eon-
stitutents are forced out, in conjunettn with extruded
water. The nitrogen content in-Anacharis densa is
valuable if the ,weed is to be utilized. Its reten-
tion is desired.

Approximately 45 percent of the nitrogen was

lost at the most severe rolling 2 percent was lost
when a moisture reduction to 83. percent was accompE.

lished
.iber lions

set of hard rubber-coated rolls, iiith essen
o same dimen.,ions as the aforementioned steel

rolls, were tested. Pressure between the roll was

maintained by spring tension* ' oth rolls were post-'
tively driven.

Two difficulties were encountered. Firzt, feed
tug was difficult since the smooth, hard rubber did not
effectively grip the plant and secondly, moisture
reducttOnlwas not very high. The slight 'give' of the
rubber did not crush the plant as effectively as he

teel rolls.
moisture reduction to 84 percent was obtained.

1



Hydraulic presses have been used successfully
for moisture reduction in aquatic plants (see
Grinwald harvester), however their main fault lies
with the batch process type of operation. Batch

operation of loading and unloading each load incurs
high labor.co t and does not lead toward high
capacities.

Moisture reduction, even with several repeated
essings at very high measures does not equal the

tUre reduction possible with steel rolls. A

reason for this is the water has difficulty escaping
from be large mass of plants being squeezed. The

ater in be center of the batch has to pees through
obstructing masses of outer weed tissues to escape.
Also at high pressures, where moisture reduction was

significant, there was great difficulty retaining the
plant material between the pressure plates as it
tended to pop or squeeze out through all available
Ode openings.

Moisture reduction to approximately 84 percent
are feasible for quantity processing; however, the

necessary batch type of operation is not desirable.

32



The steel squeezing rolls used to reduce
moisture content of the waterweed.
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s % moisture
reduetion

14,0
14.5
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9
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Bohlen Dehydration

A Behlan Dehydrator was obtained for drying bulk

quantities of the aquatic weed at the lake site* The

dehydrator was cleaned, tnor repairs made, mounted on

a portable base and set up for operation at &Meow§
Lake*

The dehydrator consists primarily of a large fan
and a combustion chamber* Cold air is drawn past the
hot combustion chamber where it is heated and then it
is iiachrged through a tunnel*

A wind-box was constructed to allow the hot a
blast from the dehydrator to spread within the box
and rise uniformly through a bed of wet waterweed

placed on top of wire stretched over the open top of
the wind-box, The box, constructed from 3 by 12 inch

planks, was 2 feet deep by 20 feet long by 8 feet wide*
Operation* The drier was used only to dry weeds

Field -ehydration

other phases of the aquatic project* Although

one of the weed were dried to below 10 per
cent moisture, the dryer would certainly not be appli-
cable to any large scale co:nmercial operation* The

overall drying efficiency is far too low* Batch

loading and unloading of the weed is slow and laborious*

for
severe.
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The dryer produced approximately 60 pounos of dry weed
per hour. About 3,750 cubic feet of air per minute, at
a temperature of about 250 de7srees F, were delivered

through the dehydrator tunnel Fuel consumption was

about two gallons per hour,

Drying Characteristics of Anacharis Denssi

The thin, almost mono-cellular thickness of the
leaves and stems of Anacharis lendstoward rapid drying.
Fractional drying as experienced with alfalfa, is not
Present with Anacharie denim. The leaves of AnaCharia

densa are about as thick as the s emsand dry at about
the same rate, (See Utilization).

Weed was supplied for the dryer by p tch-
king cut weeds from the lake into a boat and then
nsferr,ng the load to the drying area. The wet

weed could be storaged in piles on the ground for
several days, without any adverse effects.
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Drying Anaoharis densa with forced hot air. The
Behlen Dehydrator delivers hot air into a wind-box

shown in the background.
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RECOEME DATIONS AND DESIGN DATA

uatie Weed Cutter

The modification of the Hackney cutter has
resulted in an efficient cutter for bottom-rooted
aquatic weeds and isay serve as an economical method

of weed control in other areas Where weed removal
from the lake is not necessary, In aomparison to other
cutters, its initial low cost, excellent meneuverabim
lity, and efficient cutting are notable.

It is recommended, however, for future construc-
tion of other cutters that the followirw changea be
made.

1 Increase the length of the lower sickle
cutter from seven feet to nine feet to increase he

swath width.

That a two horsepower motor be installed in
place of the l horsepower notor to carry the added
load of power winch and to reduce some of the erratic-
nese in cutter speed.

3. The cutter be mounted on a 12 to l foot
long boat to facilitate the operator's handling of
cutter control and a earage.

39
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Des gn information for modification of the Hock-
ney cutter by reploln the lever positioning device
with a power winch is given an the following pages.



240DIFUM CUTTER

POWER WIN-CH SYSTEM
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The steel rolls allowed an adequate determination
of moisture reduction possibilities by squeezing* how-.

ever feeding needs to be modified for mass quantities
of toed.; the following information is given for the
design of steel rolls.

Feedig is a difficult problem as the slick,
high moisture plant cannot be easily gripped by rolls.

1* The roller surface needs to be fairly smooth
aud uniform since the pressed plant sticks tenaciously
to the rolls and must be scraped off. A crosshatched
or mottled surface might be best since some degree of
roughness is required to grip the plant.

2« The angle of contact between the rolls needs

4

to be as small as possible to aid feeding« Ten inch

diameter rolls might satisfactory.
A feeding rack is necessary to introduce a

uniform thickness of weed into the rolls.
A single set of rolls can reduce the mots..

ture content in the plants to an adequate leve
however two sets of rolls may prove to be best. The

first set of rolls with rough flutes to grip the weeds
primarily form the mat and guide It into second set.



Operation data,

1 A roller speed of 60 feet per minute seemed
optimum.

A unit squeezing pressure of 240 pounds per

linear inch was adequate for a moisture reduction to
83 percent.

Approximately four horsepower are required
per Loot of roll length.

A positive drive of both rolls is necessary.
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Modified lockney Cutter

Parts List

vol gears
Cutter frame

eduotion shaft
idler pulley
Brake eccentric

Brake drum 7" di

7 3/4" Pul
10

11 Control lever 2" by

12 Drive pulley 2* din

tool Rolls

sic

2 iron.

1

2

3

5

6

Idler gear
teel roil

ve gear

7

Be ape

guides

2 in dia oast iron
1 1/2" rt angle cast iron
Powered by engin

2" din,

teria3.

pipe. Capped.
iven pulley

2 1/2* d a.# 50 roller gear
10" die, pipe. Capped ends.
12* din, #50 roller *hail.
1 1/8 flange roLier beareii

1 1/8" self-aligaimg
Holioaloi 1100 lb/in.

3/8" hey stook on rt.sngle.
Flat spr
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Harvester Desim

With the experience gained from the previous
chain conveyor under adhal field conditions, and infer-
mation of other tylas of aquatic conveyors (see lit-
erature review), an endless wird mesh conveyor with in-
tegral sickle cutters was designed, The demig

presented here,

The pr pies or the de i the harve
are:

1 A cutter Integral with conveyor. Thus as
the weeds are cut they are carried back against the
conveyor screen to be elevated.

2 A conveyor belt made of flexible wire mesh

screen to permit maximum flow of water through it.

A slight conveyor incline or approximate
30 to 40 degrees,

48

Craft. An old wooden barge 18 feet by 6 feet by
8 Inches will be used. The conveyor can be mounted on

the covered fore deck of the barge. The bow of the
barge sits low in the water even when the barge is
empty so in order for the barge to sustain the added

No exposed sprocke

Side cutters o cut a clean swath and reduce



so driving force may transmitted to it, The lower
shaft has five hollow cylinders about which the mattin
turns. Five separate cylinders are used to decrease
water flow resistance at this critical section and so
aid the weed to deposit on he matting instead of
flowing around it.

The framework of the conveyor is constructed
mainly of pipe to allow simplicity of construction and

keep the number of points Which mnight possible foul

49

weight of the conveyor, additional bouyanc at the
bow is required. Calculations show two 50 allon sted.
drums strapped beneath the bow should be adequate,
Filling the aft section of the barge with sand would
urther level the craft.

Experience has shown that a 3,3 horsepower 0

edleaal .vinrude outboard motor shou1d adequately
propel the barge through weed masses and provide max*,
mum maneuverability, An operation speed of two miles
per hour is expected,

Conveyor, The main element of the conveyor
the conveyor belt. This belt, four feet wide, is

of flexible steel matting with one inch mesh. The

galvanized steel matting is supported, as shown in
the drawings, between two shafts. The upper drive shaft
supports the matting by five cast iron sprockets.
These sprockets have teeth which engage the mattIng



eeds to minimum, As muøh of the ramework and
shaft bearings are kept under the conveyor matting as
possible This Is to reduce weed toulthg. One and one
half inch pips rollers are mounted at Intervals al
the conveyor framework to support the conveyor mat and
its load as it travels upward.

The conveyor is pivoted on

Pivot axis is coincident with the ax
conveyor however, the pivot bee
pendent of the shaft beariggc.

A 9 horsepower air-0 d W

engine with encloaid clutch and gear reduction unit is
to power the conveyor. The motor is mounted fore of
midships and a #50 roller chain relays the power to
the conveyor drive shaft, An operating speed of the
conveyor shaft would be from 50 to 100 revolutions per
minute. This gives the conveyor matting a speed o
130 to 260 feet per minute A slip clutch in the con.
veyor shtft provides a 7 measure

Cutter. Three sickle bar cutters
eatly on the conveyor frame' The horizontal cutter

nd a half feet lo
in of the lower conveyor
cutter are mounted on the sides of conveyor frame.

spur sr mounted on the driven conveyor chart

Po

of the driven

mounted directly
The other two
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drives the cutters, The spur gear drives a smaller
spur gear on the side of which is pivoted a pitman arm,
This arm in turn operates a crank shaft which drives the
two side cutters as shown in the diagram. The hori
zontal cutter is driven by a bell crank which operates
off the end of one of the side cutters.

Conveyor posibionily, The conveyor is supported
by a boom and cable system. Three inch diameter pipes,
fastened to the barge and the 1A1 frames, project out
over the bow, Two cables fastened to the free end of
the conveyor pass through pulleys at the end of the
booms and then pass into the barge where they each wrap
around winches mounted on a common shaft. A ratchet
winch controls the cables,

When in operation the conveyor will be at an
angle of 30 degrees (to the horizontal) and will reach
to a 3 foot depth,



SICKLE CUTTER LAYOUT

Scale f=1'
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Part No.

1

2

3

4

5

a

Cutter bar smut

Cutter erankbell Wm*

Pulley

ion and Material

7 1/2 ft. long siekles.
See drawing

Conveyor matting
spookets

Conveyor rolls

Rolls

Ratebet wine&

50

Rolle

Wisoons no

Conveyor matting

10" dia. sheet metal en-
olosed cylinders.
1 1/2" die. pipe, 4'-1w

Steel dowels for
lags

din. -7"

57

C.

2* die pipe

2* din, pipe welded on
rung.
is net winch.

Two, 2'41" long. Strarlood
to bow.
2* di.. pipe rolls,
Nine hp. air000led engine

1" mak flexible steel mallti4-,
tins Ist Ports T410 & wind.



RECamia DED .11A R.VESTING AND PROCESS NG PE RATIONS

cost

58

Two mechanical approaches may be taken to elle.
vista excessive plant growth in the lakea. The first
is to harvest as large quantities of weed as possible
and then with a minimum of handling, dispose of the

weeds, The second approach is to treat the excessive
plant growth as a crop to be harvested and processed
for itot greatest economic return.

The latter operation requires a much higher cap.

ital investment than the former; however an Mr, Gilbert

Jordan's studies show properly processed Anacharis densa

to compare favorably with peat moss, and prt:sen

analysis indicate a comparatively low process,ing cost;

.futureoperations for processing are recommended,

A disposal program for certain lakes with rela

ly low small Anacharis dense beds would probably

be moat expedient.

Recommended Operations For ,liarvestinK and Proc

1, Harvest. Harvest the plant and without squee.

sing, convey it into a shuttle barge. Rolling the plant
is omitted at this stage because crushed plant rapidly

loses valuable nutrients and quickly decays if kept

storage.
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Shuttle Barge. A full shuttle barge would
transport its load to a dock while a sedond barge took
its place. At the dock an ovebead crane or conveyor
might transfer the plant either to a truck or diretly
into a processing plant, depending on the plant's
proximity.

Rolling, Chopping and Fraying, All of these
operations contribute to the loss of valuable consti-
tuents in Anapharia dense however they are at pre-
sent thought necessary to lower drying costa and fact
tate drying. Chopping the weed into short length*

will begin to loosen the ;solid mat formed by rolling
however fraying will probably be necessary to loosen
compacted fibers and so facilitate drying

Dehydrator. Convey the squeezed and chopped

material into the dehydrator,
5. Bale or bag the ftnishec product

for storage and transportation.

ilarvestinR for Disposal, 6uggestiona are:

1: To harvest the weed in rge quantities
as possible

2, Then, immediately pass it through rollers
mounted on the harvester barge roper rolls can re.-
dues the water content by more tban 50 per cent, and

lso compress the bulky material by approximately
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16 to and so facilitate future handline
Although the harvester barge would provide

some storage space, the squeezed plant should be

transferred by chain conveyor to a "ehuttle barge.
The shuttle barge would ride alongside the harvester and
when full would travel to a dock to be unloaded
while another barge took its place.

4. Transfer the plant by overhod crane or con-
veyor chain to trucks for disposal.

Since tests show the plant to
amendment perhaps arrangements could be made with local
farmers,

weed, of course, could be collected without
squeezing and thus lower initial capital investment,
however future handling will eccumulatively be more

difficult and costly.
One thougftwas to bale the squeezed plant and

dump it overboard in hopes it would ail* but even the
most solidly packed bale floats.

a user soil



HAINESTING AND PROCESSING ANA

point of present knowledge so the probable magnitude at

capitalization for each operation may be realised.
Also, the question of whether it is more ecomo-

mical tO harvest the weeds

indur the cost of processing
future utilization should be

and dispose of them, or
he harvested plant for

known'

Cost estimates for the processing of Anachar
dense are based primarily upon information of the con,
mercial process ng of alfalfa for alfalfa meal and exper-
mental process ng of numerous vegetable wastes; all
of which were dehydrated in a rotary alfalfa type drier
contemplated for use here. Although the costs were

revised for particulars where Anachar s dense was known

to be unique, caution is asked to be exercised
against interpretinF this cost analysis too

acutelyitis an estirmte
Trial dehydration taste need to be conducted

in an appropriate rotary, drier for an accurate
tabulation of dehydration aat

63.

COST ANALYSIS FORESTIMA

A coat analyst mportant from the stand-



feet in diameter. It a fired with natural gas
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Commercial Dehydrators,

number of dehydrators were studied for their
ative eoenom es and suitability for drying mass

quantities of the waterweed.

Moderate temperature, throughcirculation belt

driers and high-temperature rotary alfalfa.. ype driers

appear to be suitable for drying the plant* Of the two,

the rotary driers seem most favorable. They are cheaper

per unit of evaporating cap cityvare simple to oper-

ate have a high dryth.r efficiency, and are wIdely used

for processing farm crops* Sensitive controls and

quick drying lend toward the preparation of a high

quality product.
Rotary, Drier. The drier considered has an evaporating
capacity of 6,000 pounds of water per hour. Approxi.
mately 1,700 BU, are required to evaporate one pound

of water; thus an efficiency of about 67 percent, These

figures are based on values for the drying of alialfa
in the drier. The drying of various vegetale wastes
having hi h water content and varied structures
givesimilar values, (1 p* 1)

This is a stationary drier 24 feet long by 7



The effective B.T.U.avaIlable for'drying are
10,200,000 B,T*U per hour*

Estimated Capital Costs Dense

In a hotary Drier*

The capital costs are based on equipment for the
product Ion of a mulch* A rotary drier with an evapor...

Amortization
Interest
Insurance
Taxes

ting capacity of 6,000 pounds of water pernour
used*

ld land a d site preparation
Dock facilities
Equipment

hollers
Cutter
Drier
Conveyor

Transportation facilities
Contingencies
Ogineering fees*

Total fixed capita

40,000
BOO

4,000
5,000
6,000

,

Anacharis Dense meal could be produced in the

0

same plant* Additional capital for extra equipment
(screw.conveyori hammer milli pipingi cyclones)
is estimated at ,5000..

Yearly fixed costae, For estimating he yearly
fixed costs, the followinc percen ages are assumed*

Percentage of Investment per year
10e

105'
240-

Total
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Operating hours 21E, season, For the purpose of
calculating fixed coats on an hourly basis, a total or
2,500 operating hoqrs per season assumed* This

Igised on an operating u-y of 24 hours, a da

nci a four month season extending appro
ely m June to October,

iously, the greater the number of hours,
lower will be the fixed costs per hour*

Fixed Costs per Lour.

01,000 (total investmen
of investment per year
2,500 (totnl operating h

Operatinz Costs per Hour.
Labor

One supervisor a
Three laborers a

,005 (cos
of fuel)

,:alptenance. nd supplies
Power

(Ict1oarMitt,p0-_hrit

ota Operating Cost per

) x 0.18 (per cent
ups)

Fuel
6,000 (pounds water evap*

hour) x 1800 (Btu.
lb* water evap*)

149,000 (Ei
gal* fuel)

per
per

5

the

,40

X700-4o
.85,(motor efficiency)

watt boar .77
our



Tot

The cost will vary according to the prox
the processing plant to the lake site and the incur-

red tranuportatin costs.
A portable process ng plant might be e oloyed,

however the processing cost would be- from 50 to 45
percent higher (10.7).

ctually a portable unit is not necessary for
are lakes nee there is an adequate supply

of raw Aerial at each lake.
Estimated Coat Analysis for harvesting*

The equipment and the number of operating hours

for harvest g Was based tonnage required by he
aehydrator for the product on of a mulch.

Calculations show that two harvesters operating
hours a day are necessary to, supply the dehydrator.

Drz tlg cost per lour'
Total fixed cost per hour
Total operating cost per hour

5.10
v10 04

$15.14
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Capital cost for harvesting aqui
Two harvesting barTes

barges (including propulsion
unit) , 7,000
Lquipment (cutter, conveyor,
motor)

Conveyors to transfer weeds from
harvester to shuttle barges (two) 800

lour shuttle barges (including propuli-
sion units)

Total fixed capital
yearly fixed costs. For estimatinr he yearly

fixed costs, the following percentages are assumed.

i'ercentage of investment
per year

Amortization
interest
insurance

Harvesting h6urs per season. A total
1,250 operating hours per season is assumed. This is
based on an operating day of 6 hours for each of two

esters, a six day week and a four month season.
Operating costs per hour.

Labor
Light laborers at 0..25 each

oupplies*
Fuels oil, maintenance

Total

4,000
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Total harvesti costs per aes
Annual fixed costs.

21,070 (total harvesting cost per
risason

8 (tonS processed per season

0.69

Earvestin,s cos

:15,00 (total fixed clap
0.21 kpercentage of inve
year)

C.,nnua1 opemt ng costs.

,14.20 (operating cost
1250 (total operating hou

07

Total
Tot harvesting costs ar ton of
rocease nacharia 4ensa.

c,21 070

oisture

The allover cost analysis is summarized in the

initial percentage of water is removed by rollers
that the weed may be further processed at a reason-
ab 0 cost
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320

a1.40

following chart. It may be noticed that when an
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C'JliCLUSIONS

Mechanical equipment a possible means o

control of the excessive aquatic weed erowth of
Anacharie dense and i at present the only means
of clearing establishee beds of aquatic weeds without
adversely affecting other aquatic life in the lakes.

A 1]ockney cutter was modified by audition of a

power winch to facilitate rapid movement of the sickle
cutters, This resulted in an efficient cutter for
bottomeroeted aquatic plants it offers advantages
of low initial cost, excellent maneuverability and
good cutting efficiency, The cutter may serve as an
economical method of weed control in areas Where

eed removal from the lake is not necess ry.
In our immediate case, cutting alone does not

solve the problem, successful mechanical control
entails the use of an aquatic weed harvester, a machine
which will cut and remove the weed from the water,.

Field experiences ed to the design of an experimental
harvester Which will both cut and remove the weed,
This design was presented.

Harvesting of the plant offers the oeportuni
to utilize it and ..)ossile4 realize an economic return.

69
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arch by other departments at )regon state College
showed that properly procezsed Anacharie densemay
be used as a mulch.

Processing primarily entails reducing the
moilsturecontent the plant from 95 percent moisture to

18 percent. Steel rolls were found to be the most
satisfactory method for mechanical moisture reduction;
tests show a reduction from 95 percent moisture to
8$ percent on a wet basis is expedient, while 73 per-
cent was possible. :AleEestions are given for the
modification the I. sent roll* to increase feeding
of mass quantities of weed.

Calculations are presented for expected drying
requirements for dehydrating the weed iwia rotary drier.
Calculations show that initial moisture reduction by
rollers is necessary to lower the B.T.U. requirement

for final thermal drying to a reasonable range.
A cost analysis of harvesting and processing

the plant for use as a mulch was estimnted. The

estimates show that Anacharis dense may be prepared for
a mulch at a cost Which should pay for control measures

probably allow a return on the investmen
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C CIY.r.r.!..NG AND HA RIT.ES TING MACHINES

A survey wa made of exiW
cut and then collect the weed )nto
disposal, As mentioned before, this type of operation
offers the most desired mechanical means for control of
exoece ve aquatic growths in Jregon.

The onaracte'isties of the wood require control

in other aquatic plants so unless harvested the
t weeds continue to hinder activities on the lake.,

cap and large removal system is necessary.
The operating features of the followIng machines

were coneidered in the de
harvester

t4one areas where cutting
The principle is

Grinwald Harvester

machines wh

bare for

of the proposed Oregon

harvesting barge which uses a large scoop
nd elevate pre cut weeds onto the barge,

has no cutting device and le mainly used in

would

ture

prohibited by state law.
cut the weeds with some cutting

73

measures hat would harvest and remove the weed from
the lake, The weeds do no sink when cut as do cer.

,rinwald f Hartland 4.1econs...n constructed.
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device and allow them to drift to shallow waters where
a an may wade alonF! collecting. the weed in suitable
locations and quantlt es so the scoop may pick them up.

,:he seven foot wide scoop pivots on the barge
bow and is actuated by a hydraulic cylinder, It will
reach a depth of five and lift about 800 pounds of
weed back onto the barge. These weeds are then moved
by hand into a batch press and attorward stored on
the large stern.

Thø barge is constructed with 10 gauge steel,
8 feet wide 18 feet long by 18 inches deep and
propelled with ide paddle wheels. It may operate

in 20 inches of water with a full load.
The unit Is desiGned so it may be loaded onto

a semi ',railer by moans of Inclines and winch.
Grinwald estimates that in an 8 hour day,

crew of six men can handle, tran oort, and dispose of
about 15 tone of weeds, pressed to approximately SO
percent Llioisture, at an operating cost of p5.00 per
ton.

111 ure improvements are being planned for a diff-
erent machine that will both cut and remove weeds in one
operation. The estituted price of this machine, as of
1950, would be around1000.00.



very

conducted

at Oregon

Iarvecter

The harvester employed ii commercial harvesting
of kelp along cific coast waters is comparatively
large being some 90 feet long by 28 feet w dew. (7 PP
1..63

Cutting is acco 11sheci with a 12 foot horizon-.
tal sickle bar cutter which clips off the kelp at a
depth of i feet; then by action of the forma.. travel
of the barge the cut kelp is carried against a large
conveyor.

cutter bar
s conveyor begins immediately behind the
the same width as the cutter, and elan

at an incline of about 45 degrees. It is composed
of wooden flights fastened to
netting and other attachments retain the kelp as it

fted onto the -oarge.

Approximately 100 tons
5 ed in a s x-hour period.

limiversi of Wisconsin's Pro e t

of fresh kelp are har-

A project, (4), carried on by the
Lngineering Department at the University

sprocket chains. Spec a

chanic5

Wisconsin
milr to the mechanical harvesting project
by the Agricultural Engineering Department

e College, except the Wisconsin project

75



iø ..ore extensive in h facilities and time,
Their lake-weed harvester was developed and

constructed at the University during the period from
February, 1948 to June, 1950,

rvester Lescription,
The harvester is a scaled-down version of the

Pacifie coast kelp harvesters. 14 foot long by
Loot wide conveyor Is pivoted at the bOW of a wooden

barge'. Attached at the bottom of the Conveyor and just
in front of the conveyor idler roll is a reciprocating
sielde cutter--also 8 feet long 14o side cutters are
employed'. The conveyor itself e an endless flexible
steel belt stretched between two cylindrical rolls.
The conveyor may be swung about Its horizontal axis
by retainin cab1e nd the pivot axis itself may

elevated by two hydraulic cylinders'.
Craft DescriRtion.

Two side paddle-wheels propel the 24 foot long
by 8 foot wide bar-e; however, an outboard motor was

later added to increase its maneuvere-ility. Power for
all equipment is produced by an automobile engine,
9feration rata.

The cuttIng and co11ctjn rate is estimated at -

over 4 tons of drained weeds per hour at a cutting
speed of 1 miles per Ur, The harvester may

7



Side view of the Wisconsin cutter and harvesting machine.

Rear view of the harvester. Unloading conveyor on the.
right is pointed straight upwards.
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be operated most satisfactorily by a crew of three
men,

An attempt was made to pick up precut and
floatIng weeds with the harvester but the operation
did not prove satisfactory as the weeds would not
climb with the conveyor, They either rolled off or
flowed around the conveyor matting.

Review of Gutting Machinery

hette,
The Scythette is a slI pvwer scythe The

gasoline-engine powered scythe has a 20 Inch double

oscillating cutter b r mounted at the end of an ex..
tension drive shaft, In operation,
the back of one person.

The cythettefs function .Is primarily the same
as the old laborious hand scythe. nigh grass, fence
row cutting and other small limited areas may be cut:
It may also be operated under
can cut 30 inches beneath the

equipped with a 111 300 6 foot
depth of 56 inches,

The application of the

is carried on
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problem would principally be as a tool used to clear
around piers and other restricted regions which
larger cutter would have difficulty reaching,

water, A andard model

water's surface, and
she t it can cut to a

eythette to our immediate



Data:
Weigh 24 pounds*
Engine li horsepower* Two cycle gasoline

engines
price: ;:i147.50 for a 6'2' shafts .arch,

1962*
Manufactured by Hoftco Incorporated,

Richmond Indiana.
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The Scythette - a small power scythe illustrated
here cutting grass on land. A 20 inch oscillating
bar is powered by a small gasoline engine.
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The Scythette with a six foot, two inch extension
shaft used for cutting underwater aquatic growth.



bottom.

weeds need to otter a certain *mount of bend.,
inj sietaboo to the saw in order that they can be
cut; thus, 1 ghttstemmed growth ausingly would need
o be out soar Its roots. The depth of the lake suggest*
bat a great percentage or the saw's lonAh will be
owe bottom and among weeds Which will slog the saw

use operationto b laborious,
Lstat

d. thin steel ban4
lar tr prtnoiple to a w3rkohop band saw esti:opt

the saw has teeth on both side, of the steel
Those teeth aro quite large.

The device serves se a rend saw
underwater bottosokrooted *gust's growth,

used In any desired length frost ten yards up to a
yards. vo son work on Sher and of

Itsoh altornate/y draws
the bottom of the body of

band saw to the *urea

a, v110,00 00
4306.00, as of garoh,

manure used by isochert Bros., F40,
5, LaCanoda, alifornia,



Ziemsen Submarine Weed Cutting Saw.
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izona Gems and Fish Commispion Cutter

The Arizona cutter, developed by Mr. H, Reid

of the Arizona Gazia Commisaion, in 1951, has a cutter

icicle trailing behind a barge; the twelve foot

long by eight feet, s it inches wide and three feet
deep. An inboard engine drives a stern propeller

le being contr
The barge is

and by tee of a revirse gear the craft Is easily
maneuvered. Tight forward turns at slow speeds
difficult, however*

A fifteen horsepower, four cylinder gasoline
motor powers the propeller and the cutter; the latter

driven by a power take...off and transmitted to
located at the sickle bar
Id work roved the necessity of adding side
the present cutter supports became ntangl

with weeds. The present system for controlling cutter
depth is to be replaced byawnhmechaniem to
greater speed of operation*

The cutting rate is 4.4 acres per hour
operating speed of three miles per hour*
Woo4e Water Weed Cutting Launch

launch is of British de
ant being made in England*

unique cutting device mounted on a large steel oarge,

d by a ciao system*
steel construction, twenty feet

gn and is a
waists of a rather
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The actual cutting .mechanism consists of wo

Vloshaped knives, each giving an overall cut of seven
feet, thus together cutting a fourteen Loot swath.
When in operation these knivee are trailed astern of
the launch; they are connected to an eccentric drive
by two outboard wooden beams; the knives are attached
to these wooden beams by a flexible coupling to allow
free movement on the bed of the river. The eccentric
causes the knives to operate through a throw of eleven
inches and cut the weeds. The depth of cut may be

varied from eighteen Inches to twelve feet; if greater
depth is required this may be achieved by fitting longer
wooden beams, the depth of cut being controlled by
cable. Three miles per hour is the operating speed;
two man are required to operate the craft.

The cost of the launch is not definitely known
but its American promoters cited a cost
7,000, or over.

American promotors are Balfour, Guthrie Co.,

Portland?, Ore go

of approximately



400dn Wa
V-shaped mitt
25 ree% long.

"HOCKNEY" Under-water 'Weed Cutter

d Cutttn L,unoh. Into the large
ives on the gilou di The. oratt is

Manufactured By GEORGE C. HOCKNEY & CO.
S1LVERLAKE, WISCONSIN

The "Complete Rookney Cutter. OOillntinstokle
cutters, mountsd on the bow of a steel barge ere
pooltioned by a linkmge end lever go system.
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ookey Uu4r.'Watsr Weed

of the w

Aton
0 0

to shore.
The barge, propelled by a

normal cutting conditions its opera

him. The latter consiets of a
power ut mechanism and a aiekle bar cutter

unted on aropelled steel barge,
The cutter consists of three oseillati
nted, as ihown in the diagram A tan

y be cut; the side °utters enable the machi

swath of weed mass from au entangled

kis may by means of a lever system
ny depth to five feet below the surface

t rake Rttachment can be substituted
bar and be used to push floating weeds

paddle unitb
can operate in water ae Shallow as six indhes, Under

speed is four
es per Ziar

The normal as

cknay cutters is to cut the weed and allow it to
drift to the 'shorelines. The weeds are then pitshe
forked by hand onto the shore and later trucked away.

Price: $850,00, Silver Lake, Wisconsin,
Manufactured by George Hockney and Company, Silver' Lake,



Ohio UnderWatez* Weed Cutter

The 'cutting principle

rrangement.one horizontal cutter, two vertical cutters;
giving a swath of eight feet The cutter depth
controlled by an overhead trellis support actuated
by a large hydraulic Piston* picture)
trellis support could be a hindrance When cutting close
to bank with oVerhanging tre

C ntrols are conveniently,
may easily guide all o rations, The steel barge is
propelled by two stern paddle Wheels. The barge is
17i feet long by about 5 feet wide by 2 feet deep.

The department quote for the cost of constru.
otion was approximately 0,700,00.

three-sickle bar



The aquatic weed cutter designed by the Department
of Public Works, Columbus, Ohio. Three sickle bar
cutters driven by an eccentric are mounted on a steel
barge.

The Ohio cutter in operation. Note the hydraulic
cylinder and the trellis support for controlling
cutter depth.

mounted,




